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Abstract— Data consolidation could be a laborious downside in statistics integration. The quality of statistics can 

boom once it's connected and consolidated with high-quality information from many (Web) assets. The promise of 

massive information hinges upon addressing various giant facts integration trying things, which includes file linkage 

at scale, period of time info fusion, and desegregation Deep internet. Though a full ton painting has been done on 

those troubles, there could also be affected paintings on developing a consistent, modern report from a tough and 
fast of data the same as a similar actual-worldwide entity. We have a tendency to discuss with this project as 

document. Such a record example, coined normalized document, is crucial for every the front-surrender and again-

prevent packages. In this paper, we have a tendency to formalize the report standards hassle, set in-depth analysis 

of graininess stages (e.g., document, issue, and rate-hassle) and of geographic point paintings (e.g., common in 

option to finish). We propose a entire framework for computing the normalized report. The planned framework 

includes a healthy of file methods, from naive ones, that use pleasant the facts collected from information 

themselves, to advanced techniques, that globally mine a group of duplicate info ahead of selecting a fee for AN 

characteristic of a normalized document. we have a tendency to completed huge empirical studies with all of 

the planned methods. we have a tendency to mean the weaknesses and strengths of each of them and counsel those 

to be utilized in physical exertion. 

Keywords: Normalization, data quality, data fusion, web data integration; 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The Web has advanced proper right into a information-wealthy repository containing a big quantity of installation 

content material fabric unfold all through masses of loads of sources. The usefulness of Web records will boom 

exponentially (building records bases, Web-scale facts analytics) on the identical time as it's far associated in the 

course of numerous houses. Structured information on the Web resides in Web databases [1] and Web tables [2]. 

Web data integration is an critical hassle of many packages amassing facts from Web databases, together with Web 

information warehousing (e.g, Google and Bing Shopping; Google Scholar), facts aggregation ( product and 

business enterprise evaluations), and meta searching [3]. 
Integration systems at Web scale want to robotically in shape records from specific assets that looking for advice 

from the same real-worldwide entity [4], [5], [6], find out the proper matching statistics amongst them and turn this 

set of information right into a famous report for the consumption of clients or unique programs. There is a big body 

of hard work at the document matching hassle [7] and the truth discovery hassle [8]. The record matching trouble is 

also referred to as replica report detection [9], file linkage [10], object identification [11], entity choice, or duplicate 

and the truth discovery trouble is also called as reality finding or reality finding a key problem in facts fusion. In this 

paper, we assume that the duties of file matching and reality discovery were finished and that the agencies of true 

matching statistics have consequently been identified. Our purpose is to generate a uniform, considerable record for 

every group of actual matching statistics for surrender-purchaser intake. We name the generated document the 

normalized report. We name the hassle of computing the normalized report for a set of matching data the record 

normalization problem (RNP), and it's miles the focal point of this paintings. RNP is a few one in all a kind precise 

thrilling trouble in facts fusion. 
Record normalization is crucial in plenty of software program software domain names. For example, in the studies 

e-book place, irrespective of the fact that the integrator website, such as Citeseer or Google Scholar, includes 

information gathered from a spread of assets the usage of computerized extraction techniques, it have to show a 

normalized record to customers. Otherwise, it is unsure what may be furnished to clients: (i) gift the entire 

organization of matching information or (ii) certainly present some random document from the group, to certainly 

call multiple advert-hoc strategies. Either of these picks can bring about a anxious experience for someone, due to 
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the fact in (i) the consumer desires to type/browse via a likely massive quantity of replica records, and in (ii) we run 
the danger of presenting a report with missing or incorrect portions of data. 

Record normalization is a difficult hassle because of the reality splendid Web property may represent the 

characteristic values of an entity in one-of-a-kind techniques or maybe offer conflicting records. Conflicting data 

may additionally arise due to incomplete data, considered one among a type data representations, lacking 

characteristic values, or even faulty facts. For instance, Table 1 includes 4 statistics just like the equal entity (ebook). 

They are extracted from unique net net web sites. Record Rnorm is constructed with the beneficial aid of hand as an 

instance abilities. One notices that the same ebook has one-of-a-type representations in special net net websites. For 

instance, the world writer makes use of the layout ”very last-call, first-call-preliminary” within the record Ra, 

however the values of the same region inside the facts Rb, Rc, and Rd use the format ”first-name-initial. Last name”. 

One also can take a look at that the charge of the world pages is absent in Ra. The place venue has incomplete 

values in three of the four information and has no price in Rd; it consists of the abbreviations “proc”, “int”, “conf” to 
symbolize “court times”, “worldwide” and “conference”, respectively, inside the statistics Ra and Rc; it incorporates 

the acronym “VLDB” to represent “Very Large Data Bases” on the identical time as missing “court instances of the 

thirty 2d global conference on” in Rb. Some values of the attributes of Rnorm cannot be acquired right now from the 

given set of matching records, together with the primary names of the authors. They is probably obtained through 

mining out of doors assets, in conjunction with a seek engine. In this paper, we reputation at the remarkable strive 

file normalization: we compute Rnorm from the set of matching facts and do no longer find out out of doors 

belongings. Furthermore, this paper best specializes inside the normalization of text facts, and we're able to leave the 

normalization of information related to numeric and similarly complicated values as destiny art work. We come to 

be aware about three levels of normalization granularity: report, area, and price-factor. Record degree assumes that 

the values of the fields inner a report are ruled thru some hidden criterion and that together create a cohesive unit 

that is person-notable. As a effect, this normalization favors building the normalized record from complete 

information the various set of matching facts in region of piecing it collectively from problem values of severa facts. 
Thus, any of the matching information (ideally, that has no missing values) may be the normalized report. Using our 

taking walks example in Table 1, the file Rc is a probable desire for the normalized document with this diploma of 

normalization granularity. 

Field diploma assumes that report diploma is regularly insufficient in exercising because information incorporate 

fields with incomplete values. Recall that those records are the products of automated facts extraction tools, which 

are not perfect and accordingly can also produce errors [8]. This normalization degree ignores the harmony detail 

inside the file normalization degree and assumes that a patron is higher served whilst each location of the 

normalized file has as easy to understand a fee as possible, determined on from some of the values in the set of 

matching facts. It treats every area of the normalized record independently, unearths a normalized fee (regular with a 

few criterion) consistent with situation, and creates the normalized record via stitching together the normalized 

values of the fields. The normalized file may not resemble any of the matching records, but it will supply the 
identical facts as any of them, in a person-friendlier shape than any of the person facts. For example, endure in mind 

the field venue of Rfield. We can also take (regular with a number of requirements that we are able to describe in 

later sections) the fee “in proc thirty 2d int conf on Very big information bases” from file Ra (Table 1) as its 

normalized rate. Value-detail diploma takes the world level normalization a step ”deeper.” It assumes that in famous 

the fee of a subject also can consist of of a couple of quantities a number of which might not be easy to apprehend 

via way of an everyday man or woman. For instance, a subject (together with venue) can also include arcane 

acronyms illegible to an ordinary patron. A normalization solution in accordance with this diploma will yield a fee 

for a area with the belongings that the person additives of the price are themselves normalized. The resulted 

(normalized) price might not bodily exist in any of the matching information. For example, the values of Ra, Rb, and 

Rc for the sphere venue encompass acronyms, incomplete, and unexpanded phrases. We can synthesize a 

normalized charge for this situation with the beneficial useful resource of mining the set of information and make 

the following inferences: 
“proc”, “int”, “conf” are the abbreviations of “lawsuits”, “worldwide” and “conference”, respectively, and the 

collocation “in court docket docket times of the” appears frequently as a whole unit. 

Thus, we're able to create a normalized rate for venue, on the charge-trouble diploma, as follows. 

1) We take the rate counseled formerly thru way of the sector degree for venue and replace the abbreviations in it 

with the whole terms and trade it into ”in lawsuits thirty 2d international conference on Very massive facts bases”. 

2) We discover that “in proceedings” is the part of the collocation “in courtroom instances of the”. 

Three) We use the collocation to replace “in court docket docket instances”. 
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Four) Finally, we get the normalized price of venue, “in court docket times of the thirty 2d worldwide convention on 
Very huge records bases”. A short seen inspection of the facts Ra − Rd suggests that this rate, despite the fact that 

applicable, isn't discovered in any of those records. After every discipline gets its normalized price regular with the 

fee-issue diploma, we piece them collectively to create the normalized document. 

Naive solutions to RNP are often inadequate. For instance, one easy answer for the world-diploma normalization is 

to head decrease back the most not unusual string of every trouble as its normalized vicinity price. However, this 

technique is insufficient within the presence of information with lacking values. In our strolling instance, this 

technique will produce the fee “in proc thirty second int conf on Very big information bases” for the arena venue, 

however the price “in courtroom docket docket cases of the thirty 2d worldwide convention on Very massive 

information bases” is genuinely lots better while complete citation information is applicable. Providing non-naive 

techniques to the three normalization tiers is a hard venture. For instance, a key venture in providing a solution 

consistent with fee-element diploma is that a fee-element may also include a couple of adjacent portions and the fee 
of a subject may additionally contain additives with choppy lengths (e.G., “in court cases of the” and ”conf” are 

charge additives in venue). They want to be decided and normalized, computationally. 

 

TABLE 1 

Four records for the same publication: Ra, Rb, Rc, and Rd are extracted from different websites and Rnorm is 

constructed manually. 

Fields Author Title Venue Date Page 

Ra Halevy, A.; 

Rajaraman A.; 

Ordille, J. 

Data integration: 

the teenage years 

in proc 32nd int 

conf on Very 

large data bases 

2008 9-16 

Rb 

Rc 

Rd 

Rnorm 

Rfield 

 

In this paper we aim to develop a framework for constructing normalized records systematically. This paper has the 

following contributions: 

We suggest three tiers of granularities for report normalization together with strategies to construct normalized 

information according to them. We suggest a entire framework for systematic manufacturing of normalized records. 

Our framework is flexible and allows new strategies to be brought surely. To our expertise, that is the number one 
piece of labor to suggest this type of focused framework. We endorse and evaluate quite various normalization 

strategies, from frequency, period, centroid and function-based totally to extra complex ones that employ end result 

merging models from statistics retrieval, which includes (weighted) Borda. We introduce a number of heuristic 

regulations to mine appropriate rate additives from a location. We use them to construct the normalized price for the 

field. We carry out empirical studies on ebook information. The  experimental outcomes display that the proposed 

weighted-Borda-based technique considerably outperforms the baseline approaches. 

 

2. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

Let E be a set of real-word entities relevant for the application domain at hand, say scientific publications. Denote by 

Re = {r1, r2, . . . , rne} the set of matching records that refer to an entity e € E, where ne is the number of the 

matching records for the entity e, |Re| = ne. The records may be collected from Web databases (e.g., ACM Digital 

Library) or from ad-hoc publication lists (e.g., author home pages). The entity e has a set of fields (attributes), FS = 
{f1, f2, . . . , fjFSj}, where |FS| is the number of the fields of the entity e.We use the notation ri[fj ] to refer to the 

value of the field fj in the record ri. We assume the NULL value for each field without a value. 

Record Normalization Problem (RNP): Create a normalized record nre for each entity e ∈  E from the set of 

matching records Re that summarizes the information about e as accurately as possible. 

Currently, there is not a widely accepted standard for record normalization, but there are a few prerequisites of a 

good normalized record: 

(1) Error-free: A normalized record should avoid errors, such as misspellings or incorrect field values, as much as 

possible. 

(2) Comprehensive: A normalized record should contain a value for each field whenever possible. 

(3) Representative: A normalized record should reflect the commonality among the matched records. 
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3 NORMALIZATION GRANULARITIES AND FORMS 
In this section, we first present three levels of record normalization. 

Then we give two forms of normalization. 

3.1 Levels of Record Normalization 

We propose three levels of normalization: record, field, and value-component. Note that regardless of the chosen 

level of normalization, the goal is to provide users with some form of normalized record that is the easiest to grasp 

by an ordinary user. 

3.2 Record-level Normalization 

The record-level normalization assumes that each record ri € Re is a cohesive unit, in the sense that taken together 

the values ri[fj ] of the fields fj in ri give a coherent depiction of entity e. The assumption, while intuitively 

appealing and allows to build the theoretical underpins for constructing normalized records, needs to be taken with a 

grain of salt in practice. Re contains a mixture of candidate normalized records and records with incomplete or 
arcane representations of e, which may be difficult to understand by ordinary users. The challenge is to select a 

record ri € Re that is most likely to be a reasonable candidate. The selection can be performed according to several 

criteria (described in Section 4.1). One elementary criterion is to demand that the selected record must have a value 

for each field. Note that Rc in Table 1 meets the constraints of this strategy. 

3.3 Field-level Normalization 

Field-level normalization selects a normalized price for every subject fi independently and concatenates the selected 

values of all fields right into a normalized report. The normalized value for the sector fi is one of the values that 

seem most of the information in Re inside the area fi and it's far decided on in keeping with some requirements (e.g., 

more descriptive). The normalized record fashioned in this way may additionally embody discipline values from 

precise information. For instance, Rfield in Table 1 is the normalized report built out of the sector values of Ra - Rd. 

The values of Rfield in the fields venue and pages are taken from Ra and Rc, respectively, due to the fact they're the 

most descriptive. The document obtained via concatenating the ones field values does no longer exist a number of 
the matching information. In favored, the normalized report may not correspond to any of the unique set of matching 

facts. 

3.4 Value-component-level Normalization  

Value-component level is at an even finer granularity than the field-level. It seeks to create a normalized field value 

vi norm for a field fi that is as expressive as possible (to minimize ambiguity) but still semantically equivalent to any 

of the (correct) values rj [fi], rj € Re. It builds on the assumption that ri [fj ] is a concatenation of components ci;j 1 

ci;j 2 ...ci;j k . For example, the components of venue in Rc are: “in proc,” “32nd,” “int,” “conf,” “on,” and “Very 

large data bases.” We note that some of the components ci;j t are incomplete (e.g., “in proc”). Incompleteness can 

take several forms. For instance, ci;j t may be a half-finished collocation, such as “in proc,” or an abbreviation, such 

as “conf.” Our goal here is two-fold: (1) Detect the incomplete components ci;j t of a field value and (2) for each 

incomplete ci;j t find an (equivalent) replacement di;j t that addresses its incompleteness. In our running example, if 
ci;j t = “conf” then di;j t = “conference.” In this work, we assume that di;j t is present among the records in Re. We 

leave the task of extracting di;j t from external sources for future work. Under this (finer level) normalization goal, 

not only we may generate a normalized record that does not appear in Re, but the field values of the normalized 

record themselves may not appear in Re. 

3.5 Normalization Forms 

We present two forms of normalization for a normalized record: typical and complete. 

3.5.1 Typical Normalization 

The reason of ordinary normalization is to produce a normalized record that resemblances a number of the matching 

statistics without enhancing any of the sector values. One way to define it is thru frequency of incidence. With this 

definition, the report-diploma normalization will yield a file representation that appears most often most of the set of 

matching data for an entity. The field-degree normalization will select the most frequent price for every field inside 

the normalized file. Other strategies are really manageable to carry out normal normalization and we present extra 
options in Section 4. The fee-factor degree normalization inherently does not produce normal normalized 

information because it can create new values for a number of the fields of the normalized records. 

3.5.2 Complete Normalization 

Complete normalization seeks to produce the normalized record with the property that the value of each of its fields 

is both complete (not missing component) and self explanatory. For example, there are several different 

representations of an author’s name, such as full name versus  
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Fig. 1. The typical normalization framework. 

 

First name initial and last call. One may don't forget the previous to be a better, a good deal much less ambiguous 

representation of an creator’s call than the latter. Likewise, a very spelled out conference call or manage name is 

higher than its abbreviated counterpart. A record in this shape of normalization is particular modulo certain set of  

alterations, which includes permutation (e.g., “the thirty 2nd worldwide convention on Very massive facts bases, in 

court docket cases of”) or substitute with similarly unambiguous (e.g., “in complaints of the thirty 2nd global 

conference on Very big information bases”) of fee additives. This form of normalization is tough to reap in workout. 

Instead, we strive to supply a model of the normalized record as entire and self-explanatory as possible given the 

records at hand. Only the fee-issue-diploma technique can gain this shape of normalization. The cause is that 

normalization on the record-stage and problem-level are inherently confined to work with monolithic discipline 

values (no longer price components) from the matching data, which is probably regularly incomplete. 
 

4. Normalization Solution Framework 

We follow different steps for the two normalization forms. Fig. 1 shows the steps of the typical normalization 

framework and Fig. 2 shows those of the complete normalization framework. In both frameworks, the input is the 

set of matching records Re for an entity e. Different normalization strategies may be employed at each step in the 

normalization framework. Different choices will yield different normalized records for the same set of matching 

records. The normalized records are represented by parallelograms in Fig.1 and Fig.2. At every granularity level, we 

perform two categories of approaches: single-strategy and multi-strategy approaches. In Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, the string 

suffix “-S” on the arrows denotes a single-strategy approach and “-M” denotes a multi-strategy approach; “RL” 

stands for “recordlevel”, “FL” stands for “field-level” and ”VCL” stands for “value-component-level”. 

4.1. Typical Normalization Framework 
The usual normalization framework has  paths (Fig.1): document-stage and discipline-degree. The former works 

with whole data from Re. It consists of a number of document-stage rankers (RL rankers) to rank the data in Re 

regular with their fitness to represent the normalized file for entity e. In the unmarried-method approach, every 

ranker recommends the pinnacle-1 candidate in its ranked listing due to the fact the normalized record. In Fig. 1, RL 

TSNRi denotes the normalized record recommended with the aid of the ith ranker. If we alternatively use the multi 

method method, then we rent rank merging methodologies [3] to select the final normalized document. In the multi 

approach approach each ranker acts as a voter and the facts in Re are the candidates (for the normalized record). 

Each ranker ranks the information in descending order of choice. After pruning out the data that have small 

possibilities to become the normalized document, simplest the pinnacle-good enough statistics are saved at every 

ranker as feasible candidates for the normalized record. The ranked lists of records produced independently by 

rankers are merged into a global ranked list. The top-1 candidate record of the global list becomes the normalized 

record. 
The typical normalization with field-level granularity works with whole field values. It includes a range of field 

level rankers (FL rankers) to rank the field values of a field based on their fitness to serve as the normalized value 

for that field. The single-strategy approach uses one value ranker per field. The top candidates for each field are 

concatenated to construct the normalized record. The multi-strategy approach employs multiple value rankers per 

field fj ; it merges the top-k ranked lists of values produced by the various rankers for fj and selects the top value as 

the normalized value for fj . The final normalized record is constructed by taking the normalized value of each field 

fj . 

4.1.1 Complete Normalization Framework 

The complete normalization form works at the value component granularity level. It first performs a preprocessing 

step to consolidate each field format into a single format across all records in Re. For example, the field (author) 
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name is consolidated into “last-name first-name”. Then it uses field-level rankers to rank the values of every field. 
Next, it prunes out some of the values that are unlikely to become the normalized value for that field. It divides the 

values of a field into components and mines them to determine a more consistent and legible (by ordinary users) 

value for the field. 

4.2 Ranking-based Strategies 

We utilize four ranking strategies: frequency, length, centroid, and feature-based. We use them to construct several 

rankers   

 
Fig. 2. The complete normalization framework. 

 

at record and field levels. To give a uniform presentation, we refer to records and their fields as units in this section. 

Let U be a bag of units for the same entity e. (It is a bag because the same value or the same record may appear 

multiple times.) U has p distinct units denoted by U = {u1, . . . , up}. If a ranker γ ranks a unit u higher than another 

unit v then we interpret this as saying that u is more appropriate as a normalized unit than v, according to γ. 

4.3 Ranked List Merging 

In Section 4.2, we introduced a set of single-strategy rankers each of which ranks the units (records or field values) 

with a different strategy. In general, a single-strategy approach does not produce satisfactory results and may even 

cause bias. We utilize a multi-strategy approach to combine the outcomes of several single-strategy rankers to 

overcome the limitations of the individual rankers. A multi-strategy approach requires an effective rank merging 

algorithm [3]. 

Suppose that we have M single-strategy rankers. Denote by Li the ranked list of units produced by the ith ranker on 

a set of units U. The problem is that of creating a single ranked list L of U using the ranking information supplied by 

the individual rankers. This task is called result merging [3], [2], [4] and merging based on local ranks is the class of 

merging algorithms most frequently employed for this task. We employ two merge algorithms from this class based 

on the Borda-fuse method [5]. We describe them below. 

4.3.1 Borda-based Approach 

Let |U| be the number of units U. In the classic Borda-fuse approach, the first ranked unit in each Li gets the score 

|U|, the second ranked unit gets the score (|U| − 1 the second ranked unit gets score (|U| − 1), and so on. The units in 

the merged list are ranked in descending order of the sum of their scores across all Li’s. The unit with the largest 

combined score becomes the normalized unit (record or field value). This approach utilizes the position information 

in every ranked list, but one of its weaknesses is that it treats uniformly the individual rankers. In general, some 

rankers are better than others in suggesting normalized units. 

4.3.2 Weighted-Borda-based Approach 

This technique tries to differentiate the impact of each ranker thru assigning a weight to every ranker. The weight 

represents our notion inside the fine of the cautioned normalized unit with the useful resource of the ranker. We 

suggest two techniques to compute the weights of the individual rankers. The first technique applies k-fold go-

validation at the training dataset for each ranker, and takes the average precision of a ranker as its weight. The 2nd 
approach uses a genetic set of regulations to train a weight vector with the style of rankers over the education dataset 

to reap the most advantageous weights. We examined both methods and the second one method yielded better 

common performance. In the rest of this paper, we use the weights obtained with the second one method. After we 

compute the burden of every ranker, we compute the aggregated weighted rating of every unit over all lists Li. The 

unit with the largest aggregated weighted rating is selected due to the fact the normalized one. 
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TABLE 2 

Instances of previously used gold standard venue values [6] and of gold standard venue values according to our 

manual annotation 

ID Old gold standard New gold standard 

1 in international conference on database theory in proceedings of the 3rd 

international conference on database 

theory  

2 in proceedings sixth international conference on network 

protocols 

in proceedings of the 6th  

international 

conference on network protocols 

3 in proceedings of 1st int conf on audio and video based 

biometric person authentication  

in proceedings of the 1st 

international 

conference on audio and video based 

biometric person authentication 

 

5 EXPERIMENTS 

5.1 Dataset 

We use the dataset PVCD [6]. The dataset contains data about publication venue canonicalization. PVCD has 3,683 

publication venue values for 100 distinct real-world publication records. It is only concerned with the field venue, 

which is arguably the most difficult field to normalize, because of the presence of acronyms, abbreviations, and 

misspellings. We use this dataset to compare our approaches with those in. The work in is an instance of typical 

normalization, because it selects one of the duplicate records or one of the field values as the normalized record or 

field value, respectively. It does not attempt to create new field values or new records as normalized records. Our 

analysis of the dataset reveals that many normalized field values are labelled unreasonably. We point out some of 

the problems in Table 2. The column “old gold standard” shows the normalized venue values as used in the 

experimental study of Culotta et al.  and the column “new gold standard” shows them after we curated the dataset. 

As Table 2 illustrates, many of the “old” gold standard field values are incomplete, missing key value components, 

such as “proceedings of the [ordinal number]”. The second row of the table shows that many other old gold standard 
values miss the value component “of the”. The third row in the table points out instances that miss the value 

component “the” and that acronyms are not expanded, e.g., “int” and “conf” are not expanded to “international” and 

“conference”, respectively. In this paper, we will perform value-component-level normalization and compare against 

the new, corrected gold standard. For ease of reference, we refer to the dataset used in as O-PVCD and to the one 

that we manually adjusted as N-PVCD in this section. The data is available at https:/github.com/tomdyq/ Record 

Normalization/tree/master/data. We perform 5-fold cross validation on the data; each split contains 80 training 

samples and 20 testing examples. We implement eight different normalization techniques corresponding to the 

methods described. 

5.2 Performance Metrics 

We measure accuracy by taking the proportion of correct normalized units (records or field values) out of all pre 

dicted normalized units. We have three accuracy measures: record-level, field-level and value component-level. As 
the dataset only has one field, the accuracies of the first and second levels are the same. Hence, we only report the 

field level (FL) and value-component-level (VCL) accuracies. 

 

TABLE 3 

The accuracy of our normalization methods on the dataset N-PVCD 

Category Approach FL Typical 

VCL 

Complete 

single-

strategy 

Frequency Ranker(FR) 0.18 0.68 

Feature-based 
Ranker(FBR) 

0.12 0.34 

multi-

strategy 

Borda 0.28 0.79 

Weighted 
Borda(WBorda) 

0.33 0.83 
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dicted normalized units. We have three accuracy measures: record-level, field-level and value-component-level. As 

the dataset only has one field, the accuracies of the first and second levels are the same. Hence, we only report the 

fieldlevel (FL) and value-component-level (VCL) accuracies. 

5.3 Experimental Results 

We perform five experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of our approach. 

5.3.1 Experimental Results 

Table 3 summarizes the outcome of our eight approaches for the N-PVCD dataset. The first six rows in the table 

belong to the category of single-strategy approaches and the last two rows belong to the multi-strategy approaches. 

We will use the acronyms in parenthesis to refer to these approaches for the rest of this section. The main conclusion 

of this experimental study is that W Borda consistently outperforms the other approaches on both FL typical 

normalization and VCL complete normalization. 
For single-strategy, FBR (Feature-based Ranker) has the best accuracy on these two forms of normalization. 

WBorda outperforms FBR by 6.5% on FL typical normalization and by 15.3% on VCL complete normalization. We 

find that the accuracy of Borda is lower than that of FBR on FL typical normalization, but higher than that of FBR 

on VCL complete normalization. Our explanation is that Borda treats uniformly the rankers and some rankers may 

have poor performance, which affects the final result. When rankers are assigned weights according to their 

contributions to the normalized record, WBorda significantly improves the normalization accuracy. 

We notice that FL typical normalization appears to give very low accuracy. The reason is that many publication 

entities in N-PVCD have no record in their group of matching records that contains the normalized field value. We 

have computed the ratio of the publication entities without normalized field values in our annotation in each fold of 

the cross validation. The results are shown in Table 4. As shown in the table, in each fold of the cross validation, 

more than half of the publication entities lack a normalized  

TABLE 4 
The ratio without normalized field value on N-PVCD 

round of 5-fold 

cross validation 

1 2 3 4 5 

ratio of the 

entities without 

normalized 

field value 

0.6 0.75 0.65 0.55 0.6 

average ratio of 

the entities 

without 

normalized field 

value 

0.63 

 

TABLE 5 

Comparison with the baseline approach on typical normalization 

Dataset Baseline Accuracy Our Accuracy 

O-PVCD 0.6 0.65 

N-PVCD 0.28 0.33 

 
field value. The average ratio of entities without normalized field values reaches 0.63. So the maximum possible 

average accuracy that can be achieved is 0.37. Thus the accuracy of 0.33 achieved by WBorda is quite close to the 

theoretical maximum average accuracy (close to 90%). 

5.3.2 Comparison with the Baseline 

We observe our effects with the approach in, which serves because the baseline, at the datasets O-PVCD and 

NPVCD. The work in finished best commonplace normalization, even as we carry out every not unusual and 

complete normalizations. In this experimental study, we use our outstanding performing approach, that is WBorda. 

The supply code of the method isn't publicly available. We carried out the quality technique stated through Callota 

et al. To the pleasant of our facts. The final outcomes of this experimental have a examine is given in Table five. 

Our approach outperforms the baseline with the aid of the use of a huge margin: thru eight.3% on O-PVCD and 

through 17.Nine% on N-PVCD. The reason for the reputedly low accuracy on N-PVCD of the 2 strategies turn out 
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to be given in Section 5.Three.1. We moreover have a look at the baseline and our method on the new gold favored 
N-PVCD, for the entire normalization. 

Since the baseline can not perform a complete normalization, we use our implementation of the baseline method to 

perform the FL ordinary normalization and use the identical mined know-how to complete the sector charge. The 

end result is tested in Table 6. Our technique outperforms the baseline all over again by way of a large margin, 

12.2%. 

TABLE 6 

Comparison with the baseline approach on complete normalization 

Dataset Baseline Accuracy Our Accuracy 

N-PVCD 0.74 0.84 

5.3.3 Impact of the Percent of Units in Ranked List of Each Ranker in the Multi-strategy Approach 

 

In the multi-strategy approach, each strategy ranker respectively generates a ranked list. As there are still some units 

(records/field values) in each ranked list that have very small probabilities of becoming a normalized unit, we 

perform pruning operation before rank merging. In this experiment, we evaluate the impact of the percent of units in 
ranked list of each ranker. 

 

 
(a)FL Typical Accuracy Comparison 

 
(b)VCL Complete Accuracy Comparison 

Fig. 3. Performance comparison by different approaches on different percent of ranked results on N-PVCD 

We use the share of ranked listing of candidate gadgets to judge which devices want to be kept to compute the 
normalized unit. We use p percent to preserve the pinnacle p% and prune the last (100 − p)% of the ranked matched 

devices. The percentage of the ranked end result is numerous from 10% to one hundred% in increments of 10% in 

each step. The cease end result is shown in Fig.Three. We observe that WBorda, FBR and C EDR all reach the very 

first-rate values respectively in FL usual normalization and VCL normalization at 50% of the ranked results. FR 

reaches the great accuracy at about 40%. We additionally take a look at that the accuracy of LR does not exchange, 

because in this case in every percentage of the ranked effects, the longest vicinity fee generally lies in the first 

function. In all our experiments, our technique is based totally mostly on 50% of ranked end result. 
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6. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we studied the trouble of file normalization over a fixed of matching records that are seeking 

recommendation from the equal actual-international entity. We furnished three degrees of normalization 

granularities (file-degree, challenge-degree and rate detail diploma) and  types of normalization (commonplace 

normalization and whole normalization). For each shape of normalization, we proposed a computational framework 

this is composed of every unmarried-method and multi-method strategies. We proposed four unmarried-technique 

techniques: frequency, length, centroid, and characteristic-based totally to pick the normalized document or the 

normalized hassle cost. For multi method method, we used surrender end result merging fashions stimulated from 

meta looking to integrate the results from a number of single strategies. We analyzed the record and area degree 

normalization inside the conventional normalization. In the complete normalization, we targeted on vicinity values 

and proposed algorithms for acronym growth and charge factor mining to deliver lots superior normalized hassle 

values. We implemented a prototype and tested it on a real-global dataset. The experimental effects show the 
feasibility and effectiveness of our approach. Our method outperforms the extraordinarily-modern-day via a 

tremendous margin. 

we plan to growth our research as follows. First, conduct greater experiments the usage of more numerous and big 

datasets. The lack of suitable datasets currently has made this hard. Second, have a study a manner to function an 

effective human-in-the-loop difficulty into the current answer as automatic solutions on my own will no longer be 

able to gather ideal accuracy. Third, increase solutions that cope with numeric or more complicated values. 
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